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reality, carrying into effect the order of the authority to which he was responsible.
But the real vigolur of the executive has been essentially impaired; distance and
delay have weakened the force of its decisions ; and the colony has, in every crisis
of danger, and almost every-detail of local management, felt the mischief of having
its executive authority exercised on the other side of the Atlantic.

(‘ Nor has any thing been gained, either in effectual responsibility or sound
information, by thus transferring the details of executive government to the
colonial department at home. The complete and unavoidable ignorance in which
the British public, and even the great body of its legislators, are with respect to
the real interests of distant communities, so entirely different from their own,
produces a general indifference, which nothing but some great colonial crisis ever
dispels ; and responsibility to parliament, or to the public opinion of Great Britain,
would, except on these great and rare occasions, be positively mischievous, if it
were not impossible. The repeated changes caused by political events at home
having no connexion with colonial affairs have left to most of the various repre-
sentatives of the colonial department in parliament too little time to acquire even
an elementary knowledge of the condition of those numerous and heterogeneous
communities for which they have had both to administer and legislate. The
persons with whom the real management of these affairs has or ought to have
rested have been the permanent, but utterly irresponsible members of the office.
Thus the real government of the colony has been entirely dissevered from the
slight nominal responsibility which exists. Apart even from this great and primary
evil of the system, the pressure of multifarious business thus thrown on the
colonial-office, and the repeated changes of its ostensible directors, have produced
disorders in the management of public business which have occasioned serious
mischief and very great irritation. This is not my own opinion merely ; for P do
but repeat that of a select committee of the present house of assembly in Upper
Canada, who, in a report, dated 8th February 1838, say, ‘ It appears to your eom-
mittee, that one of the chief causes of dissatisfaction with the administration of
colonial  tiairs  arises from the frequent changes in the office of secretary of state,
to whom the colonial  department is intrusted. Since the time the late Lord
Bathurst  retired from that charge, in 1827, your committee believe there has not
been less than eight colonial ministers, and that the policy of each successive
statesman has been more or less marked by a di5‘erence  from that of his prede-
cessor. This frequency of chafige in itself almost necessarily entails two evils-
f?.rst,  an imperfect knowledge of the affairs of the colonies on the part of the cl&$

secretary, and the consequent necessity of submitting important details to the
subordinate officers of the department; and, second, the want of stability  and firm-
ness in the general policy of the government, and which, of course, creates much
uneasiness on the part of the governors, and other officers of the colonies, as to
what measures may be approved. I

“ ‘ But undoubtedly,’ (continues the Report) ‘ by far the greatest objection to the
system is the impossibility it occasions of any colonial minister, unaided by persorls
possessing  local knowledge, becoming acquainted with the wants, wishes, feelings
and prejudices of the inhabitants of the colonies during his temporary continuance
in office, and of the deciding satisfa&dy upon the eonf&ting  statements  and
claims that are brought before him. A firm, unflinching resolution to adhere to
the principh of’ the constitution, and to maintain the just and necessary powers
of the crown, would do much towards supplying the want  of local  informatiol~.
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But it would be performing more than can be reasonably expected from human
sagacity, if any man, or set of men, should always decide in an unexceptionable
manner on subjects that have their origin thousands of miles from the seat of the
imperial government where they reside, and of which thay have no personal know-
ledge whatever, and therefore wrong may be often done to individuals, or a false,
view taken of some important political question, that in the end may throw a
whole community into difficulty and dissension, not from the absence of the most
anxious desire to do right, but from an imperfect knowledge of facts upon which
to form an opinion.

” ‘ TO these objections,’ adds the Report, ‘ it may be answered, that although the
chief secretary of state retires with a change of ministers, the under secretaries (or
at least %ne of them) and the other subordinate officers of the department, remain,
and hold their offices permanently, and therefore information upon all subjects can
be readily imparted to the superior by the gentlemen who are thus retained; and it
may be admitted that the knowledge of this fact ought to lessen the force of the
objections that rest on other grounds: but it cannot be disguised that there is a
growing impatience and unwillingness on the part of the colonists, especially in
these extensive provinces, to have the measures of government, whether connected
with their general system of government, legislation, or patronage, controlled by
persons who-are utter strangers to them, not responsible in any way to themselves
or the British parliament, and who perhaps, being advanced to their office from

length of service, or other like cause, are not regarded as competent (perhaps
unjustly) to manage and direct measures which they (the colonists) deem of vital
importanck. Much of this feeling may be traced to pride; but it is a pride that
springs from an honourable and laudable feeling, and always accompanies  self-
respect, true patriotism, and love of country, and it therefore ought not to be dis-,
regarded, nor should any attempt be made to lessen or control it, if it were possible
to do so. But the imperfection that exists in the system of colonial government
that prevails in England is rendered more apparent by the want of that confidence
that ought to be reposed in the distinguished officers, who from time to time are
commissioned as governors to different colonies, than by any other fact that can be
distinctly pointed out. ’ S Lord Durham then proceeds :-

“ J will now only point out one instance of these evils, and I select it because it
is an instance occurring in relation to the most important function of the execu-
tive-namely, its exercise of the legislative prerogative of the crown, and because
its existence has been admitted by the present secretary of state for the colonies,
in his instructions- to my predecessor, Lord Gosford-‘I mean the reservation of
bills for the royal assent. The c too frequent reservation of bills’ is a ‘ grievance,’
says his Lordship, ( of which my inquiries lead me to believe the reality.’ And in
a subsequent part of the same despatch,  his Lordship admits that, owing to this
cause, great mischief has been done by the wholly unintentional delay in giving the
royal assent to some perfectly unobjectionable bills, having for their object the
endowment of colleges by benevolent persons. This delay his Lordship describes
as ‘ chiefly attributable to political events, and the consequent changes of the colo-
nial administration at home.’ I know not to what cause is to be attributed a delay
which produced, with respect to another bill, the still more serious e,ffect  of a doubt
of its legality, after it had been considered and acted on as law. This bill * was

.
* The 9th and 10th Geo. IV, c, 77. The period began to run in Ma,rch,  1829,

and the royal assent was not given till May, 1 &$I.
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reserved, and the royal assent was so long delayed, through mere inadvertence, that
when it was sent out to the colony as an act, the question was raised whether the
royal assent had been delayed beyond the two years allowed by law, and whether,
having been so delayed, it was valid.

6L One of* the greatest of all the evils arising from this system of irresponsible

government was the mystery in which the motives and actual purposes of their
rulers was hid from the colonists themselves. The most important business of
government was carried on, not in open discussions or public acts, but in a secret
correspondence between the governor and the secretary of state. Whenever this

mystery was dispelled, it was long after the worst effects had been produced by
doubt and misapprehension ; and the colonies have been frequently the last to learn
the things that most concerned them, by the publication of papers on the order of
the British Houses of Parliament.

“ The governor, thus slightly responsible, and invested with functions so ill-
defined, found himself at the head of a system in which all his advisers and subor-
dinates had still less responsibility, and duties still less defined. Disqualified at
first by want of local information, and very often, subsequently, by an entire
absence of all acquaintance with the business of civil government, the governor, on

his arrival in the colony, found himself under the necessity of being, in many
respect, guided by the persons whom he found in office. In no country, therefore,
could there be a greater necessity for a proper demarkation of the business of each
public officer, and of a greater responsibility resting on each. Now, I do not at all
exaggerate the real state of the case when I assert, that there is no head of any of
the most important departments of public business in the colony. The limited
powers of the local government in a colony necessarily obviate the necessity of any
provision for some of the most important departments which elsewhere require a
superintending mind. But the mere ordinary administration of justice, police,
education, public works, and internal communications, of finance and of trade,
would  require the superintendence of persons competent to advise the governor, on
their ‘own responsibility, as to the measures which should be adopted ; and the
additional labours  which fall on the heads of such departments in other countries,
in devising improvements of the system and the laws relating to each, would cer-
tainly afford additional occupation, growing out of the peculiarly defective legisla-
tion and administration of Lower Canada. Yet, of no one of these departments
is there any responsible head, by whose advice the governor may safely be guided.
There are some subordinate and very capable officers in each department, from
whom he is, in fact, compelled to get information from time to time ; but there is
no one to whom he or the public can look for the correct management and sound
decision on the policy of each of these important departments.

“ The real advisers of the governor have, in fact, been the executive council ;
and an institution more singularly caldulated  for preventing the responsibility of
the acts of government resting on any body can hardly be imagined. It is a body
of which the constitution somewhat resembles that of the privy council ; it is
bound by a similar oath of secrecy ; it discharges in the same manner certain ano-
malous judicial functions ; and its ‘ consent and advice’ are required in some cases
in which the observance of that form has been thought a requisite check on the
exercise of particular prerogatives of the crown. But in other respects it bears a
greater resemblance to a cabinet, the governor being in the habit of taking its
advice on the most important questions of his policy. But as there is no division
into departments in the council, there is no individual responsibility, and no indi-.
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vidual superintendence. Each member of the council takes an equal part in all
the business brought before it. The power of removing members being very rarely
exercised, the council is, in fact, for the most part composed of persons placed in it
long ago, and the governor is obliged either to take the advice of persons in whom
he has no confidence, or to consult only a portion of the council. The secrecy of
the proceedings adds to the irresponsibility of the body, and when the governor
takes an important step, it is not known, or not authentically known, whether he
has taken the advice of this council or not, what members he has consulted, or by
the advice of which of the body he has been finally guided. The responsibility of
the executive council has been constantly demanded by the reformers of Upper
Canada, and occasionally by those of the Lower Province. But it is really difficlult
to conceive how a desirable responsibility could be attained, except by altering
the working of this cumbrous machine, and placing the business of the various
departments of government in the hands of competent public officers,

“ In the ordinary course of public business in the colony, almost all matters
come, in fact, before the governor, or his immediate assistant, the civil secretary of
the province. The civil secretary’s office is, in fact, the one general public office,
in which almost every species of business originatis,  or through which it passes in
some stage or other. The applications which every day reach this office show the
singular want of proper organization in the province, and the great confusion of ideas
respecting the functions of government generated in the minds of the people. A
very considerable proportion consists of requests to the governor to interfere with
the course of civil justice. Every decision? of subordinate officers is made matter
of appeal ; and no reference to the proper department satisfies the applicants, who
imagine that they have a right to claim a personal investigationof every case by the
governor or the civil secretary. The appeals from the past are equally numerous ;
and it appears to be expected that every new governor should sit in judgment on
every decision of any or all of his predecessors, which happens to have dissatisfied
the applicant.

CL But if such is the bad organization and imperfection of the system at the seat
of government, it may be easily believed that the remainder of the province
enjoyed no very vigorous or complete administration. In fact, beyond the ~a,.&
of Quebec, all regular administration of the country appeared to cease ; and there
literally was hardly a single public officer of the civil government, except in Man-
treal and Three Rivers, to whom any order could be directed. The Solicitor-
General commonly resides at Montrea.1; and in each of the districts there is a
sheriff. In the rest of the province there is no sheriff,  no mayor, no constable, no
superior administrative officer of any kind. There are no county, no municipal,
no parochial officers, either named by the crown or elected by the people. There
is a body of unpaid justices of the peace, whom I will describe more partialarly
hereafter. The officers of the militia used to be employed for the purposes of
police, as far as regarded the service of criminal warrants ; but their services were
voluntary, and not very assiduous ; and the whole body is now completely d&or-
ganized. In every case in which any information was required by the government,
or any service was to be performed in any remote part of the province, it was
necessary either to send some one to the spot or to find out, by inquiry at the
seat of government, the name of some resident there, whom it was advisable and
safe to consult on the subject, or direct to do the act required. In the state of
parties in the country, such a step could hardly ever be taken without trusting to
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very suspicious information, or delegating power to persons who would be, or be
suspected of being, likely to &use it-

“ This utter want of any machinery of executive government in the province is
not, perhaps, more striking  than might be observed in some of the most flourishing
portions of the American continent. But in the greater part of the states to
which I refer, the want of means at the disposal of the central executive is amply
supplied by the efficiency of the municipal institutions ; and even where these
are wanting, or imperfect, the energy and self-governing habits of an Anglo- Saxon
population enable it to combine whenever a necessity arises. But the French
population of Lower Canada possesses neither such institutions nor such a cha-
racter. Accustomed to rely entirely on the government, it has no power of doing
anything for itself, much less of aiding the central authority.

“ The utter want of municipal institutions giving the people any control over
their local affairs may, indeed, be considered as one of the main causes of the
failure of representative government, and of the bad administration of the country.
If the wise example of those countries in which a free representative government
has alone worked well, had been in all respects followed in Lower Canada, care
would have been taken that, at the same time that a parliamentary system, based
on a very extended suffrage,  was introduced into the country, the people should
have been intrusted with a complete control over their own local affairs, and been
trained for taking their part in the concerns of the province by their experience in
the management of that local business which was most interesting and most
easily intelligible to them. But the inhabitants of Lower Canada were unhappily
titiated  into self-government at exactly the wrong end, and those who were not
trusted with the minagement  of a parish were enabled by their votes to influence ’
the destinies of a state. IA.ni.ng  my stay in the province, I appointed a commission
to inquire into its municipal institutions, and the practicability of introducing an
effective and free system for the management of local affairs. The gentlemen
intrusted with this inquiry had, when they were interrupted in their labours,  made
considerable progress towards preparing a report, which will, I hope, develope in a
full and satisfactory  manner, the extent of the existing .evil, and the nature of the
practicable remedies.

“ There never has been, in fact, any institution in Lower Canada in which any
potion of the French  population has been brought together for any administrative
purpose, nor is there among the divisions of the country any one which has been
constituted with a view to such an end. The larger divisions, called ‘ districts,
are purely judicial divisions. The counties may be called merely parliamentary
divisions, for I know of no purpose for which they appear to have been constituted,
except for the eleetion of members for the House of Assembly ; and during the
present suspension of representative government, they are merely arbitrary and
useless geographical divisions. There are no hundreds, or corresponding subdivi-
sions of counties. The parishes are purely ecclesiastical divisions, and may be
altered by the Catholic bishops. The only institution in the nature of local
management, in which the people have any voice, is the fahrique,  by which provi-
sion is made for the repairs of the Catholic churches.

“ The townships are inhabited entirely by a population of Bristish  and American
origin ; and may be stid to be divisions established for surveying rather than any
other purposes. The eastern townships present a lamentable contrast in the
management of au local matters, to the bordering state of Vermont, in which the
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municipal institutions are the most complete, it is said, in any part even of New
England. In any new-settled district of New England, a small number of families
settling within a certain distance of each other, are immediately empowered by
law to assess themselves for local purposes, and to elect iocal  officers. The
settlers in the eastern townships, many of whom are natives of New England, and
all of whom can contrast the state of things on their own with that which is to be
seen on the other side of the line, have a serious and general cause of discontent
in the very inferior management of all their own local concerns: The government
appears even to have discouraged the American settlers from introducing their
own municipal institutions by common assent. ‘ I understood,’ says Mr. Richards,
in a report to’ the Secretary of State for the Colonies, ordered by the House of
Commons to be printed in March, 1832, ‘ that the VemoM,ers  had crossed the
line, and partially occupied several townships, bringing with them their own
municipal customs ; and that when the impropriety of electing their own officers
was pointed out to them, they had quickly given them up, and promised to conform
to those of Canada.’

‘ But the want of munii5pal  institutions has been and is most glaringly remark-
able in Quebec and Montreal. These cities were incorporated a few years ago by
a temporory provincial act, of which the renewal was rejected in 1836. Since
that time these cities have been without any municipal government ; and the
disgraceful state of the streets, and the utter absence of lighting, are consequences
which arrest the attention of all, and seriously affect the comfort and security of
the inhabitants.

“ The law of the province and the administration of justice are, in fact, a patch-
work of the results of the interference at different times of different legislative
powers, each proceeding on utterly different, and generally incomplete views, and
each utterly regardless of the other. The law itself is a mass of incoherent and
conflicting laws, part French, part English, and with the line between each very
confusedly drawn. Thus the criminal law is the criminal law of England, as it
was introduced in 1774, with such modifications as have since been made by the
provincial legislature ; it being now disputed whether the provincial legislature
had any power to m&e any change whatever in that law, and it not being at all
clear what is the extent of the phrase, ‘ criminal law.’ .The  civil law is the
ancient civil law, also modified in some, but unfortunately very few, respects ;
and these modifications have been almost exclusively effected by acts of the
British Parliament, and by ordinances of the Governor and Council constituted
under the Quebec Act. The French law of evidence prevails in all civil matters,
with a special exception of ‘ commercial ’ cases, in which it is provided that
the English law is to be adopted ; but no two lawyers agree in their definition of
‘ commercial. ’ ”

It will be perceived from the foregoing, that the leading remedy, if any
thing like representative constitutions are to be maintained in the colo-
nies, is-First, to ‘correct the CC defective administration at the very
source of power ;“-Second, to secure cL a vigorous administration of the
prerogative of the crown.” -Third, to found municipal institutions.--
The first may be effected by the establishment of a colonial board in
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Downing-street ; the second is of more difficult attainment, and re-opens
a question never properly settled, or even investigated.

If representative functions be given to a. colony, it should be clearly
defined where those functions end, and where the interference of the
mother country, or Imperial Legislature, begins. Burke touched on this
subject in his celebrated speech on “ American taxation,” but he did
not define the limit. He says,-

“ I look on the imperial rights of Great Britain, and the privileges which the
colonists ought to enjoy under these rights, to be just the most reconcilable
things in the world. The Parliament of Great Britain sits at the head of her
extensive empire in two capacities ; one as the local legislature of this island,
providing for all things at home, immediately, and by no other instrument than
the executive power. The other, and I think her nobler capacity, is what I call
her impe6z.l  chnrtlcter  ; in which, as from the throne of heaven, she superintends
all the several inferior legislatures, and guides and controls them aii without anni..
hilating  any. As all these provincial legislatures a.re only co-ordinate to each
other, they ought all to be subordinate to her ; else they can neither preserve
mutual peace, nor hope for mutual justice, nor effectually afford mutual assistance.
It is necessary to coerce the negligent, to restrain the violent, and to aid the weak
and deficient, by the over-ruling plenitude of her power. But in order to enable
parliament to answer all these ends of provident and beneficent superintendence,
her powers must be boundless.”

This statement, while it avows the principle, does not attempt a
definition of its extent. Indeed, the error in 01u.r granting Cc Constitu-
tions ” to the colonies, seems to consist in overlooking the fact that it
is not so much political as municipal rights that we are conferring.
The Imperial Legislature can never delegate authority equal to its
own, for if so, its functions would cease ; the utmost it can do is to
grant municipal or local government for the enactment and execution
of local aff&irs,  so far as they do not interfere with the powers and
prerogatives  of the metropolitan government, In looking, therefore, to
the speedy settlement of the Canada question, the main point for consi-
&ration is not thz re-union of the two provinces of Upper and Lower
Canada,  but what sort of’ government is to be established ; is it to
partake of an independent or of a municipal form ? If the first,
England would have all the expense and annoyance of a temporary
and precarious rule ; if the latter, Canada and all the North American
provinces may be engrafted as really part and parcel of the BritishI
Empire.

If the people of Canada (Upper and Lower) Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, &c., desire an incorporation with the parent state, they
must look to the full enjoyment of municipal rights, and discontinue the
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miserable struggle that has been going on for years between their
Representative Assemblies and Le&!ative  Councik, If they desire a
real union with England, it can only be by a firm junction with her ;
and, while exercising all the necessary functions for local improvement,
leaving the prerogatives of the crown and the Sovereign Legislation
unimpaired. The British colonists in North America cannot be ignorant
that a large--a very large-portion of the most wealthy, intelligent,
and moral of the citizens of the United States, are decidedly impressed
with the superior advantages of monarchical government sentiments thus
expressed by one of their leading journalists :- ’

“ It is not only very questionable with us, but with some of the most liberal and
enlightened men in the country, whether a limited monarchy, such as could be
digested and established under the light &and  intelligence of the present age, would
not secure to the entire community ‘ life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness,’ in
a greater degree %han the government as now .existing and operating in this coun-
try. “‘- Woodstock  RtypubEican  & Courier.

As a republic-c one and indivisible “-the United States cannot hold
much longer together ; they must split into p.etty &garchies,  or become
a powerful monarchy. Like their neighbours  the French Canadians,
the Un?ted States received political freedom too soon ; they started
with the institutions which should only have been obtained after the
struggles and et5orts of centuries -: and the people have never since
been able to overtake those very institutions which, although long their
boast, are accelerating the breaking up of the confederacy, even without
the aid .of the important slave question, or the scarcely less vital one,
of their fiscal and monetary difficulties. .

The page of history instructs us, *hat the most gigantic eCForts  of
theihuman race, the loftiest aspirations of the mind, the noblest deeds
of man, have been performed by nations living under a monarchy, or
possessed of a regulated portion of freedom. An excess of political liberty
inevitably leads to selfishness, which, as it destroys patriotism and the
love* of virtue, must end in political {despotism. Witness the effects in
Rome and Greece, where popular power was the prelude to national ruin.

That remarkable practicality of character, which distinguishes the
Anglo-Saxon race, saved America in the middle of the 18th century
from the injurious effects of suddenly acquired popular power, and
will most probably lead to the establis’hment  of a constitutional
monarchy ere the middle of &he 19th century shall have passed..
IJntil  Christianity be fully developed, there can only be granted
by degrees a limited portion of political liberty ; morul  fi-eedom must

in fact precede political, if the latter i3J to be permanent. Ages, it
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is to be feared, must roll on, ere republicanism in its true sense
(the public weal) can be established; indeed owing to the imperfect  condi-
tion of man, it is doubtful whether the human race can ever be capable
of co-operating efficiently in society except under a monarchy. We
make these remarks, to .stem, if possible, the torrent of clamour  for
political rights (as they are termed) which are now put forth with
undiscriminating zeal, especially in regard to our colonies.

England is at this moment in possession of as great an amount of
political freedom as she is capable of rightfully and beneficially using ; and
to extend the same measure of freedom to young and dependent colonies
is but to create strife and discord, and to hasten their abrupt and expen-
sive separation from the mother-country. Give to the colonies the full
enjoyment of municipal rights, and provide an efficient system of home
and foreign government for the due exercise of the prerogatives of the
crown. Unless colonists feel it is for their interest to be a portion of
the British empire, let them separate : any attempt to retain them by
force is worse than folly. Whether Upper and Lower Canada be or
be not re-united, let no constitution be devised which shall weaken the
prerogative of the crown and the control of the mother-country.
Pr&etical,  useful freedom, we strongly advocate, and will do our best to
obtain for the colonists. But for their sake, not less than for the
honour and advantage of England, we deprecate the proceedings of the
so-called popular party in the colonies, where they make it a merit,
and assume it as a patriotism, to act always in opposition to the execu-
tive, instead of upholding the authority of the crown : we wish them to
remember that the greatest degree of political freedom will not produce
social improvement, nor contribute to general peace and individual
happiness.

THE COMMERCE OF BRITISH INDIA, AND ITS NEGLECT
BY ENGLAND.

IN the wide field of British enterprise and commercial activity, there is
no part of the globe more deserving of immediate and earnest attention
than the dominions under the government of the East India Company,
termed British India 5 a country of vast extent, exuberant fertility,
intersected with navigable rivers- abounding in coal, iron, copper, lead,
and gold-yielding three to four harvests annually, and offering in
profusion  sugar, tea, coffee, silk, cotton, spices, dyes, drugs, gums, and
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grain, in exchange for the manipulated produce of the ruling state. It
will hereafter be our duty to examine fully into the origin of the extra-
ordinary acquisition of the immense peninsula of Hindoostan, by a
small island in the Western Atlantic-to investigate its political condi-
tion, “and the social state of 100,000,000  fellow-subjects now ruled by
an absolute despotism-and to inquire what are the claims of England
in respect to the sovereignty of India, and how have the parliament
and the people of Britain fulfilled the sacred trust which the Almighty
Disposer of kingdoms has committed to their charge. For the present
we content ourselves with a brief advertence to the actual trade of
India, and an illustration of the extent to which it may be carried,-
hereafter we shall more fully show the causes of the limited commerce
which England carries on with her possessions in Hindoostan-posses-
sions which, with ordinary justice, might supply all Europe with
tropical productions of the finest quality, in the greatest abundance,
and at the cheapest rate. The first fact impressed on the mind is the
very small amount of commerce which England carries on with
1OO,ooO,OoO of people, who are as mueh subjects of the British crown
as the inhabitants of Ireland or Scotland ;-a people of untiring inn
dustry9 of considerable mechanical skill, peaceful,  frugal, and honest.
Yet this peculiarly mercantile people consume annually but sixpence
worth per heud of British manztfactures? In order to see the full
bearing of this startling assertion, let us examine the amount of our
manufactures consumed in other colonies.

Jamaica-imports” 51. per head of British products from England.
Demerara and Berbice-dL 10s. per head. Trinidad-61. per head.
Barbadoes-4E.  per head. Honduras imports more than 501. per head
for its own inhabitants, and those of the surrounding territories: In
fine, the whole of own’  West India possessions import, on an average,
more than 42& per hoad per annum of British goods from the united
kingdom. Mau&iu.s  imports 4E. a head. Cape of Good Hype, 61. ta,
head, New South Wales, 81, a head.

Now9 if we consider that our army in India consists of 2oO,000 heb,
including 30,000 European troops; that the numerous civil functionaries,
and, in fact, all the English residents in the East live in an expensive
manner, that, independent of 100,000,000  of our own fellow-citizens
there are 5O,OOO,OOO  of our tributaries and allies in the adjacent ter&
titories  ; that the duties levied on the import of British manufactures
at Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay, are little more than nominal, (partid
cularly  compared with the duties levied in London, Liverpool, Glasgow,
&c, on East Itidian  products,) viz, 24 to 3 per cent, ; that there a;re no


